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SSeerrvviiccee  aass  aa  CCoommppeettiittiivvee  AAddvvaannttaaggee  
 
In this paper, POS industry experts interviewed ISV and VAR solutions providers who have changed their service and 
support strategies with significant bottom line results. 

 
 
The POS Service Challenge 
 
The best in class VARs deliver a total solution that guarantees a satisfied end user, whether the end user is ordering a fast 
food meal through a self service kiosk or the CTO of a company purchasing 400 POS station bundles.  How do Tier 1 
companies provide successful solutions? They use a consultative approach to understand the end user concerns, invest 
in strategic partnerships to provide the appropriate technology and include a solid plan for all stages of the solution life 
cycle. In today’s climate the successful VAR will sell the Total Cost of Ownership even as their customers IT budgets 
decrease. Reliable hardware and robust support contracts become necessary system components considering that just 
32% of the system cost is the initial purchase and 68% is the additional costs for the balance of the POS life. The service 
and support capabilities of the VAR help to determine the success of the solution. 
 
 
According to recent industry polls, here are the top challenges VARs face in providing POS support services: 
 

1. Customers expect immediate assistance for critical and non-critical issues. 
2. The cost of labor and fuel along with expanding territories has made on site visits an expensive support option. 
3. System repairs take too long and the associated downtime reduces customer satisfaction. 
4. VARs keeping up to date with changing security mandates, environmental issues and trade certification 

programs and deploying appropriate updates can be cumbersome and delays can expose the VAR to liability.  
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The measurement of a successful service program has traditionally been customer satisfaction and customer satisfaction 
has been increasingly measured by speed of service as end users become more sophisticated with technology.  Speed of 
service alone does not account for true customer satisfaction, especially in the POS market. First time resolution rates, 
support contract renewals and customer retention should be key metrics in any service organization. The challenge is to 
work smarter and not just faster. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Service as a Profit Center 
 
Providing ongoing customer satisfaction in any endeavor requires a commitment to 
quality and innovation. A recent Aberdeen study suggests that the Best-in-Class 
service departments have a  

 95% customer satisfaction rate 
 93% customer retention rate 
 34% annual service profit margin  
 25% workforce productivity increase from the last year 

 
Clearly, these companies operate their service centers as separate profit centers and 
gain efficiencies through automation and service differentiation. Some innovative 
companies have been utilizing a wide variety of IT tools to reduce the cost and 
complexity of POS support. Their profiles prove that as IT budgets remain flat or get 
reduced, doing more with the infrastructure you have in place has never been more 
important. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 Managed IT Services 

On the list of reasons end users choose to work with a particular reseller, the VARs’ ability to provide managed services 
has climbed from 35 percent to 42 percent in the last year. Savvy VARS are changing from the traditional break-fix model 

Ordyx offers a software point-of-sale service, instead of a licensed product, and has been in business for 6 years. David Marrero, 

in charge of Business Development, explains, “Because customers subscribe to Ordyx on a month to month basis, we have to 

ensure we earn their business every day. Our support technicians use built in remote management software to provide our 

customers with immediate assistance. The technology also alerts them to problems, such as broadband failures or terminals 

disconnected from the network, before the customer realizes an issue has happened. As a result of such advanced services, we 

provide proactive support and resolve potential downtime events. The customers can receive support anywhere and at anytime. 

The remote support technology is combined with a next business day hardware swap service that includes an onsite technician, 

direct from the manufacturer.” ‐ Ordyx 

DBS is a 25 year old total solutions provider to independent and small regional groups in the hospitality and retail markets. They 

have over 2000 actively serviced clients. According to Bill Fultz, Operations Manager, “it is often difficult to manage the client’s 

expectation for prompt action and resolution. Our help desk response time is almost immediate and onsite availability is within 

90 minutes.  Clients definitely expect and appreciate this level of service yet continually adjust their demands for even faster 

support.”  

 

DBS understands that not all solution types can be scaled to the VAR market. Bill states, “The very successful VAR will always 

need knowledgeable and skilled staff members that comprehend the real value of a total solution and how to provide clients with 

true business intelligence. As tempting as it is to move to less expensive human resources to offset declining POS margins, the 

best VARs will invest in hiring and training staff to completely understand evolving customer needs.” - DBS 
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(reactive) to a new service model which includes automated systems monitoring and alerts (proactive). A recent study 
shows 23 percent of VAR respondents were planning to invest in Software as a Service (SaaS) to address managed IT 
needs, up from 14 percent the year before. This model addresses the main barrier to entering managed service that most 
VARs face; the costly investment required in software, servers and bandwidth. With this SaaS shift in the industry, more 
VARs will be able to realize benefits of customer retention and increased productivity.  
 
 

 HaaS 
Hardware as a Service, or HaaS, has been a topic of interest for many years but is a more complex scheme to administer 
than an outright hardware purchase or lease. With HaaS, the end user is able to obtain POS hardware with low start up 
costs and may be able to add or reduce hardware only when and where required. The ability to schedule POS hardware 
requirements around peak demands is enormously attractive to an increasing number of retailers with seasonal stores. 
As the market demand for SaaS increases, the demand for HaaS will grow and many VARs will offer a total solution for a 
fixed monthly cost to their end users. 
 
 

 Green Systems 
VARs knowledgeable about the advantages of energy-saving systems will have a 
tremendous edge in all vertical markets. Providing “Green” solution choices to socially 
responsible companies will require some research into the Best of Breed solution 
components to help the customers reduce their environmental footprint. Many Tier 1 
companies already have a Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) 
certification from the US Green Building Council. This standard drives businesses to use 
less energy and water in daily operations, increase recycling and leave an overall smaller 
environmental footprint than the typical store. These companies are also adopting POS 
solutions that use less power than the previous generations.  
 

 Channel Programs 
VARs are taking advantage of a wide variety of technical resources from their vendors and distributors. These include 
technical training for employees and customers through self study guides, webcasts, live solution demonstrations and 
video conferencing. Other resources include exposure to emerging technologies, pre and post sale technical assistance, 
warranty and contract management, hardware swap programs, extended warranties and partner referrals. Vendors can be 
a valuable partner to ensure ongoing customer satisfaction. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Security Solutions 
Data theft will continue to be a serious threat for companies in 2010. Businesses face stiff penalties for security 
breaches that involve sensitive consumer information and as a result, lawsuits are being filed against solution providers, 
software vendors and distributors. VARs will need to address many new security threats facing their customers as they 
continue to virtualize the POS solutions. They will need to provide professional advice on Web and network security, 
endpoint security and intrusion protection and vulnerability assessments. 
 
 

 System Life Cycle Extension 

Todd Brokenshire, President and Founder of POS Leader in Colorado states.  “We include a manufacturer next day hardware swap 
service with every POS terminal that we sell. It provides our customers with the extra assurance that if there is a problem we can 
respond in a timely manner and fix the issue on the first visit.  This has become an integral part of the POSLeader service model 
and helps us create a competitive advantage for our business. Our swap program helped reduce our onsite support by 60% in the 
first year alone.” – POS Leader 
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Customers are exploring ways to extend the life of their initial POS system investment. Systems that had a planned life 
expectancy of 7 years are being maintained for 10 to 12 years. Promoting the purchase of hardware that is reliable and 
durable hardware with the lowest price is a solid TCO strategy. There are several other key variables that contribute to the 
life cycle of a POS system solution: the availability of key components in a rapidly advancing hardware frontier, the 
scalability of the system and adding advanced functionality to the software. VARs are increasing the number of options 
existing customers have in support solutions and offering refurbishment and upgrade kits as an alternative to expensive 
system purchases.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Actions to Improve Service Profits 
 
To succeed in today’s competitive environment VARs need the right expertise to recognize market challenges, the right 
products to address them and a committed focus on relationships, partnerships and service. What are the top three 
actions you can take to make your business more responsive and improve your ability to remain competitive? 
 

1. Offer multi-tiered contracts – give a choice on the required service contract comfort levels and set very clear 
expectations on what your customers are getting for their money (and their choice). A customer electing not to 
purchase a premium service contract with on site equipment swaps will understand the trade off and be more 
satisfied with a standard manufacturer depot warranty and the associated time to ship and repair.  

 
2. Invest in real time asset monitoring and reporting tools to enable proactive remote service and boost IT staff 

productivity. Many SaaS solutions include dynamic workflows for ad-hoc device groups making scheduled 
updates for many terminals a one click process. They may include backup and recovery procedures, performance 
monitoring and troubleshooting, real time alerts and reports by exception, fault prediction, remote access and 
enterprise security compliance.  

 
3. Research energy saving systems, obtain validated comparison charts and develop your Total Cost of Ownership 

worksheets. For example, business owners ready to install new systems or upgrade aging hardware can gain 
50% or more in energy savings from choosing fan free terminal designs and power saving CPUs over 
conventional fanned POS terminal designs. Your market knowledge just may provide the competitive edge for an 
important proposal. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sources: 
Global Retail Insights 
VSR’s 2008 End User Study 
2nd Annual Review & Outlook, VSR 
The State of Service Management: Forecast for 2010 by Aberdeen Group 
 
 

For complete Case Studies visit www.posiflexusa.com\xxxx  

Focus POS Arizona, a point-of-sale solutions provider based in Glendale, Arizona was created in early 2009. Julie Sharpe, Director 

of POS Operations, states “PCI compliance is the biggest immediate challenge to our customer base. As credit card processors are 

forced to provide annual security audits to the depository banks, they pass on those requirements and costs to the business 

owners.” – Focus POS Arizona 


